
ECE 457A (3C,1T.) Cooperative and Adaptive Algorithms 

Version: 20090204  

Course Title: Cooperative and Adaptive Algorithms  

Short Title: Coop & Adaptive Algorithms  

Calendar Terms: S  

Credit Weight: 0.5  

Hours per Week: LEC=3, TUT=1 

Academic Terms: 4AE, 4AQ  

Calendar Description: The course starts by addressing the ill-structured problems and 

need for computational intelligence methods. It introduces the concepts of heuristics and 

their use in conjunction with search methods, solving problems using heuristics and 

metaheuristics, constraints satisfaction. The course also introduces the concepts of 

cooperation and adaptations and how they are influencing new methods for solving 

complex problems. The course starts by illustrating how the concepts of cooperation and 

adaptation are manifested in nature and how such models are inspiring new types of 

solutions methods. Topics to be covered include: search algorithms, game playing, 

constraints satisfaction, meta-heuristics, evolutionary computing methods, swarm 

intelligence, ant-colony algorithms, particle swarm methods, adaptive and learning 

algorithms and the use of these algorithms in solving continuous and discrete problems 

that arise in engineering applications.  

Prereq Topics:  
Prereqs: ECE 250/SE 240, ECE 316 or equivalent. 

Coreqs: N/A 

Antireqs: N/A 

Cross Listing: N/A 

Lab Description: N/A 

Tutorial Description: Help with assignment and explanation of programming tools and 

package to be used in the programming questions. 

Project Description: N/A 

Text Books:  

1. Fundamentals of Computational Swarm Intelligence, Andries P. Engelbrecht, 

Wiely and Sons, 2006.  

2. Introduction to evolutionary computing, by Eiben and A, Smith, J.E. Springer, 

Berlin, 2003.  

3. Modern heuristic techniques for combinatorial problems, by Revees, C., Halsted 

Press, New York, 1993.  

 

CEAB: AUs=51, Math=0.1_, BasicSci=0_, EngSci=0.4_, EngDgn=0.5_, CSE=_, 

Other=_  

Rationale: _ The course should serve fourth year students in any area of engineering 

dealing with complex systems that require these techniques. In the ECE department, it 

should serve students affiliated with practically all options including the mechatronics 



option, the computer engineering option, the software engineering option and 

mathematics option.  

  

CEAB type: Specified Elective - Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering  

Major topics:  

1. Introduction to ill-structured problems, need for approximate algorithms (_4_hrs)  

2. Heuristic search methods: A*, Tabu search, cooperative search (_6_hrs)  

3. Game playing, minmax algorithms, pruning algorithms games with chance 

(_3?_hrs)  

4. Constraint satisfaction: Problem formulation and solution strategies (_1?_hrs)  

5. Simulated annealing, Genetic algorithms, cooperation in GA (_6?_hrs)  

6. Cooperation and adaptation in nature and computational models inspired by 

nature (_1?_hrs)  

7. Ant Colony algorithms: ACO- cooperative and multi-ant-colonies (_8?_hrs)  

8. Particle swarm algorithms: particle swarm optimization, cooperation within the 

swarms, cooperation among swarms, swarm ensembles (_8?_hrs)  

9. Engineering Applications: optimization, routing, text clustering (_distributed 

through the above topics)  

Computer Experience: _use of matlab, netlogo  

Lab Experience: _N/A 


